
Sad piano music plays as the video opens on a panning shot of the inside of a chicken shed
so full with white feathered chickens that very little of the ground is seen. On the left-hand
side of the building are small exits to the outside. There are food trays and water drippers
hanging on long red tubes that stretch the length of the building. Text over the video reads
“This is a free-range chicken farm.”

The next shot is closer to the wall and shows chickens sitting inside but near the openings to
the outdoors. White arrows point to the small exits and text over the video reads “These
‘pop-holes’ are open to the outdoors.”

A close-up shot shows three chickens sitting on the ground and one standing. The ground is
brown and mucky with feathers and bird poo visible. The standing chicken is facing away
from the camera and their behind lacks feathers and their skin looks inflamed. The chicken
takes a few laboured steps and then sits down. Text over this clip text reads “Abnormally
fast growing breeds are used.”

The next shot is a close-up of one chicken in a similar condition. This chicken has one leg
splayed out to the side of their body in an unnatural position. The text reads “so many
suffer from painful lameness.”

The next shot shows a number of chickens in the background and one chicken under the
hanging water dripper. This chicken is trying to walk but they are moving very
unnaturally. They can’t stand up properly and their legs stay splayed out as take a few
steps forward slowly.

The next shot shows hundreds of birds crowded together between water drippers
and food dispensers. The text reads “And with over 30,000 birds per shed”.

The next shot is from the outside of the shed. Grass and the outside of other sheds can be
seen. Only six chickens can be seen standing outside the shed near the pop-holes. The
sentence from the previous clip continues “many never make it outside.”

A black background with white text reads “Overseas, they are moving to healthier, more
naturally growing chicken breeds with much better welfare.”

The text flips away and new text comes up saying “It is time for New Zealand to do the
same.”

The screen flickers and cuts to a white background with the Animals Aotearoa logo, with a
yellow shape of a chicken next to the word ‘Animals’ above the word ‘Aotearoa’. Underneath
is the website address: animalsaotearoa.org.


